Stability, metal leaching, photoactivity and toxicity in freshwater systems of commercial single wall carbon nanotubes.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are exciting new materials that have been intensively researched and are becoming increasingly used in consumer products. With rapid growth in production and use of CNTs in many applications, there is the potential for emissions to the environment and thus research is needed to assess the risks associated with CNTs in the environment. Here we show that commercial CNTs differ in their stability, photoactivity, metal leachate, and toxicity to freshwater algae. The behavior between raw and purified variants of the CNTs differs considerably; for example purified CNTs are generally more photoactive, producing singlet oxygen and superoxide, while raw CNTs show little or no photoactivity. Residual metal catalysts differ based on synthesis method used to prepare CNTs and thus may be comprised of elements with varying degrees of toxic potential. Influenced by pH and other constituents of the natural waters, our work shows that metals can leach out from all the commercial CNTs studied, even purified versions, albeit at different levels in many natural waters. As much as 10% of the total residual nickel leached from a purified CNT after 72 h. Aqueous concentrations of molybdenum leached from a different purified CNT were nearly 0.060 mg L(-1) after 72 h. With little sample preparation, CNTs are dispersible in most freshwaters and stable for several days. Not all tested CNTs were toxic; for those CNTs that did induce toxicity we show that photoactivity, not metal leaching, contributes to the toxicity of commercial CNTs to freshwater algae, with growth rates significantly reduced by as much as 200%.